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Mechanism for carrier velocity saturation in pure organic crystals
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We present a possible mechanism for the saturation of the velocity of photoinjected charge carriers in pure
organic crystals, the analysis having been motivated by observations in pentacene. The mechanism is based on
the strong wave vector dependence of the damping coefficient appearing in the appropriate effective mass
equation. Our primary goal is to explore this mechanism in general terms rather than to apply it to a specific
system such as pentacene. Our analysis is based on a Fokker-Planck equation treatment. We indicate how the
damping coeffcient is related to relaxation times in usual Boltzmann equations and how it can be computed
from Fermi golden rule transition rates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Saturation of the velocity of injected charge carriers w
increasing electric field has been observed in pure org
crystals such as pentacene.1 In a recent publication2 the
present authors have analyzed this phenomenon and
shown that, contrary to what has been suggested in
literature,1,3 drift velocity saturation cannot arise solely as
consequence of the nonparabolic nature of carrier ba
Two possible sources of the saturation have also b
sketched in that analysis,2 one based on the field dependen
of the scattering and the other based on its wave vector
pendence. Here, we report on specific realizations of the
ond idea, show what particular features of the quasimom
tum dependence can lead to saturation of the velocity,
elucidate the effects of temperature on the phenomenon.
considerations are based on the standard effective mass
tion at zero temperature, augmented into a Langevin fo
through random noise terms at finite temperatures, and
associated Fokker-Planck equation with quasimoment
dependent damping.

The effective mass equation for the evolution of the q
simomentum\k of a carrier valid at zero temperature is

\
dk

dt
1gkvk5qE, ~1!

where q is the carrier charge,E is the electric field,vk
5(1/\)d«k /dk is the group velocity of the carrier obtaine
from its band energy«k , andgk is the damping coefficient
At finite temperatures, we append a noise term to the rig
hand side of Eq.~1! and, through standard procedures, obt
for the evolution of the probability distributionf (k,t) a
Fokker-Planck equation

] f ~k,t !

]t
5

1

\2

]

]k F S gk

d«k

dk
2\qED f ~k,t !1gkkBT

] f ~k,t !

]k G ,
~2!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andT the temperature. It
is important to notice that, unlike in the treatment in the m
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body of Ref. 2, but as suggested at the end of that analy
the damping coefficientgk here depends on the locationk of
the carrier in the Brillouin zone. Whereas it is clear from t
analysis of Ref. 2 that no saturation occurs for a constang,
the following simple argument shows how a class
k-dependent damping coefficients result quite naturally
saturation.

II. ESSENCE OF THE MECHANISM: TÄ0

Consider the zero-temperature case in which the qu
Newtonian evolution~1! is appropriate. Assume an initia
occupation by the carrier of ak state at or near the center o
the Brillouin zone, and take thek dependence of the dampin
coefficient to be steep enough so that the carrier, in be
accelerated towards the edge of zone, never reaches it
produces no Bloch oscillation, but comes to a steady s
where the derivative ofk in Eq. ~1! vanishes. The location in
the zone at which the carrier lies in the steady state hask
value which satisfies

gkvk5qE. ~3!

The steady-state value of the velocity isvk at that value ofk.
The fieldE that produces this velocity equals 1/q times the
value ofgkvk at that value ofk. Thek dependence ofgk will
thus be reflected in the field dependence of the velocity. A
result, the plot ofv versusE will show a saturation ifgk is
sufficiently steep: small changes ink will result in large
changes ingk and thereby ofE. In other words, as a conse
quence of the steepness ofgk , large changes in the field
would be required to produce a discernible change ink and
therefore in the velocity.

The velocity versus field curve is, thus, essentially thevk
versusgkvk curve. We have shown in Ref. 2 that saturati
would occur ifgk were to have the precise~singular! k de-
pendence of the effective mass in a band. Such a depend
corresponds, for the case of a sinusoidal band«k
52(W/2)coska, to the evolution equation

dv
dt

1
v
t

5
qE

m*
5

qEa

\
Av0

22v2, ~4!
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wherea is the lattice constant andv05Wa is the maximum
of the group velocity. As explained in Ref. 2, the evolutio
~4! can be obtained from the effective mass equation~1! by
first putting the damping to zero, then dividing by the effe
tive massm* , and finally putting the scattering back i
through a term2v/t wheret is a constant. Being propor
tional to the effective massm* , the correspondinggk dis-
plays a singularity in the middle of the zone: it rises to
finity at ka5p/2, jumps discontinuously to minus infinity
and then rises to a finite negative value at the zone edg

We would now like to emphasize that the phenomenon
saturation does not require for its explanation such singu
discontinuous, or negative behavior. A steep rise ofgk in the
middle of the zone is all that is necessary. Thus, ifgk is
assumed to have the steepness characteristic ofm* but not
its discontinuity or negative values, e.g., if

gk5g0F11
l

2 S 1

11l2~ka2p/2!2
1

1

11l2~ka1p/2!2D G ,

~5!

saturation is assured. We display in Fig. 1 thek dependence
of gk in the zone and the resulting saturation of the d
velocity with electric field. We assume a sinusoidal band
simplicity and express the velocity and the field in terms
dimensionless quantitiesv/v0 and E/Ec where Ec
5g0v0a/q. Thek dependence in the damping coefficient~5!
has a ‘‘resonance shape’’ because it is derived from thk
dependence of the effective mass~without its discontinuous
and negative aspects!. All that is necessary for saturation
however, is thatgk rise steeply enough. An ‘‘edge shape’’
therefore sufficient. Consider, for instance,

gk5g0$21tanh@2~k2k0!a#2tanh@2~k1k0!a#%, ~6!

which rises very steeply in the neighborhood ofk0, as is
illustrated in Fig. 2 for three values ofk05p/4,p/2, and
3p/4, along with the consequent occurrence of saturatio
the velocity-field plot.

The value of the fieldE and the location in the zone wher
the rise ofgk is substantial together determine features of
saturation phenomenon. Because the velocity in the banvk
increases withk at the center of the zone but reaches a ma
mum in the middle of the zone~at ka5p/2 for a sinusoidal
band! and then decreases for largerk values, a possibility
exists that thev-E plot exhibits a rise followedby a decrease
and a saturation at a value smaller than the peak. To illust
this behavior, we use a tunable damping coefficient

gk5g0~11m tan2@k/k0# !, ~7!

in which the location of the rise can be altered by chang
the parameterk0. We display in Fig. 3 two curves corre
sponding tok0a51 and k0a53/2. Saturation occurs at
velocity lower than the maximum in the latter case. Wh
we know of no experiments that display such lower-tha
peak saturation, this is an interesting consequence of
mechanism we propose, for systems in which the steep
in of gk occurs far enough from thevk peak region.
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III. THERMAL EFFECTS ON SATURATION: TÌ0

We thus see that, while saturation does not arise from
nonparabolic nature of bands, it can arise very simply fr
steep damping coefficients, at least at zero temperatu
Does finite temperature have any drastic effect on these
clusions? In order to answer this question, we turn to
Fokker-Planck equation~2! which describes the evolution o
the distribution functionf (k,t), i.e., the probability density
that the carrier occupies a statek at timet. In the steady state
f (k,t) has a time-independent value~which we will denote
below by f k) and the contents of the square brackets on
right-hand side of Eq.~2! equal ak-independent quantity
which may be evaluated in standard ways6. Details of this
evaluation involve a straightforward extension of our ana
sis presented earlier2,4 for the constantg case. The resulting
steady-state distributionf k is given by

FIG. 1. Saturation of the carrier velocity with increasing fie
arising from the steepk dependence of the damping coefficientgk .
This k dependence in the Brillouin zone, as given by Eq.~5!, is
shown in~a! while the corresponding zero-temperature carrier
locity is plotted in ~b!. Both velocity and field are scaled as e
plained in the text.
6-2
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f k5

E
0

2p/a

dphk1p8 eb(«k1p2«k)e2b\qE(hk1p2hk)

E
2p/a

p/a

dkE
0

2p/a

dphk1p8 eb(«k1p2«k)e2b\qE(hk1p2hk)

,

~8!

wherea is the lattice constant,b is the inverse dimensionles
temperature 1/kBT, and

hk85
dhk

dk
5

1

gk
. ~9!

The steady-state velocity is obtained fromf k in Eq. ~8!:

FIG. 2. Saturation as in Fig. 1 but shown here for an ‘‘edgek
dependence as given in Eq.~6!. The k dependence of the dampin
coefficient is shown in~a! for three values ofk0a: p/4, p/2, and
3p/4, respectively, which represent different locations in the B
louin zone where the steep part ofgk appears. The correspondin
zero-temperature velocity-field plot is in~b! where the scale on the
upper axis applies to the uppermost curve while that on the lo
axis applies to the lower two curves as indicated by arrows.
24510
v5E
2p/a

p/a

vkf kdk. ~10!

Numerical evaluation procedures allow us to obtain fro
Eqs. ~8! and ~10! the distribution and the velocity in the
steady state.

In Fig. 4 we display field-dependent velocities for a sy
tem with damping coefficient given by Eq.~6! with k0a
5p/2. We notice that for the parameter values consider
saturation, which does occur atT50, is destroyed at the
finite temperature values shown. This destruction of satu
tion manifests itself in the well-known phenomenon of neg
tive differential mobility. If, in the steady state, the carri
finds itself distributed in regions of the Brillouin zone i
which vk is less than the peak value in the zone, there i

-

er

FIG. 3. Saturation below the peak velocity value as the resul
the location in the zone of the steep part ofgk . Thek dependence
of the damping coefficient in Eq.~7! is plotted in~a! for values of
k0a51 and 3/2, as indicated. The corresponding zero-tempera
velocity-field plots in~b! both display saturation, but fork0a53/2
the saturation occurs below the peak value. This is a predictio
our mechanism which, to our knowledge, has not yet be
observed.
6-3
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tendency for the average velocity to be lowered. Such mo
ment of the carrier into lower-velocity regions occurs as
result of the applied field for constantg as has been shown i
Ref. 2. Here, independently of the action of the field, therm
spreading distributes the carrier in those lower-velocity
gions, causing destruction of the saturation.

In order to gain a clearer understanding of these ther
effects, we make use of an analogy between carrier motio
a band and the thermal motion of a classical particle i
potential. Consider the time evolution of the displacemenx
of a classical particle of massM subjected to a potentia
U(x) and to a damping force proportional to the partic
velocity dx/dt through a proportionality factora(x) which
depends on position

M
d2x

dt2
1a~x!

dx

dt
1

dU~x!

dx
50. ~11!

Under very high damping, the inertial term is negligible a
we have

dx

dt
1

1

a~x!

dU~x!

dx
50. ~12!

If we recast the effective mass equation~1! for the in-
jected carrier in the form

dk

dt
1

gk

\2

d

dk
~«k2\qEhk!50, ~13!

with hk given by Eq.~9!, and compare Eq.~12! with Eq.
~13!, we see that the motion of the carrier in the band can
understood intuitively in terms of the motion of the corr
sponding classical problem.5 The ‘‘potential’’ to which the
carrier is subjected ink space is«k2\qEhk . It has the pe-

FIG. 4. Effect of nonzero temperature on the saturation phe
omenon, showing destruction of saturation and emergence of n
tive differential mobility. Plotted is the dependence of velocity
field, calculated numerically from the Fokker-Planck equation~2!
for a damping coefficient as described by Eq.~6! with k0a5p/2,
for several different temperatures~scaled toW/kB) as indicated.
24510
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riodic dependence characteristic of the band energy, mod
by the damping coefficient and the strength of the appl
field. If the damping coefficient is not dependent onk, the
potential is«k2qE\k/g and is, thus, a linearly displace
sinusoid for a tight-binding band. Fork-dependent damping
which is of interest to the present investigation, the steepn
characteristics ofgk are reflected in the potential, and dete
mine the extent of the thermal effects on saturation. In Fig
we plot the effective potential seen by a carrier for a syst
with damping constant given by Eq.~6! with k05p/2. At
T50, the carrier settles down at the minimum of the pote
tial. If the location of the minimum~in k space! has little
sensitivity to changes in the fieldE as a result of the steep
ness ofgk as shown in Sec. II, field saturation of the veloci
occurs. As the temperature becomes nonzero, thermal
tuations tend to move the carrier out of the minimu
Equivalently, the distribution functionf k , which atT50 is a
d function localized at the potential minimum, spreads in t
Brillouin zone because of thermal fluctuations. The veloc
v, which atT50 is simply the value ofvk at the potential
minimum, now is an average, as in Eq.~10!. As the popula-
tion f k grows in regions wherevk has values lower than th
peak, the average velocity decreases, destroying the phe
enon of saturation.

Further quantitative insight may be gained by investig
ing the dependence of the width as well as the peak of
steady state distributionf k on temperature, field strength, an
characteristics ofgk . For this purpose, we focus attention o
the primary integral appearing in the steady-state solution~8!

n-
a-

FIG. 5. Field-induced distortion of the effective potential se
by a carrier, showing considerable departure from the sinuso
band shape. The damping coefficientgk is as described by Eq.~6!
with k0a5p/2. Several different values of the scaled field a
shown. The effective potential facilitates, through a classical a
ogy ~see text!, the understanding of temperature effects on satu
tion. The minimum of the potential, located atka50 for zero field,
moves to the right with increasing field, but due to the strong
crease ingk with k, its relative motion slows down, leading t
saturation. In this example, the minimum becomes sharper and
shallow as the field is increased, an effect which tends to focus
probability distribution at low temperatures.
6-4
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for the distribution function and, by making a change
integration variablek1p→p, rewrite the integral as a prod
uct of two factors:

E
0

2p/a

dphk1p8 eb(«k1p2«k)e2b\qE(hk1p2hk)

5e2b(«k2\qEhk)E
k

k12p/a

dphp8e
b«pe2b\qEhp. ~14!

The second factor on the right-hand side of Eq.~14! is an
integral which, being an average over a full Brillouin zo
starting at wave vectork, is a weak function ofk. Under the
approximation that its~weak! dependence onk may be ne-
glected, the distribution function in Eq.~8! is well repre-
sented by the simpler expression

f k5
e2b(«k2\qEhk)

E
2p

p

e2b(«k82\qEhk8)dk8

. ~15!

Figure 6 compares the distribution as predicted by Eqs.~15!
and ~8! for a system with damping coefficient given by E
~6! to illustrate the validity of the approximation represent
by Eq. ~15!.

For reasonable physical systems, damping ratesgk are
always positive andhk5*0

kgk8
21dk8 is a monotonically in-

FIG. 6. Comparison of the approximate~top! and actual~bot-
tom! expressions forf k as given by Eqs.~15! and~8!, respectively,
for gk given by Eq.~6! with k0a5p/2, T50.1(W/kB), and increas-
ing values of the scaled fieldE/Ec50, 0.5, and 1, respectively, fo
the solid, dashed, and dotted curves shown. The approxima
which forms the basis of a classical analogy used to unders
temperature effects, is seen to be excellent for the parameter v
shown.
24510
f

creasing function ofuku. The locationkp of the peak off k ,
found by putting thek derivative of the exponent in the nu
merator of Eq.~15! to zero, satisfies

~gkvk!k5kp
5qE, ~16!

which is precisely equivalent to the condition~3! at zero
temperature obtained from the quasi-Newtonian treatm
At low temperatures, as anticipated, the distribution funct
f k approaches ad function centered at the zero-temperatu
equilibrium value ofk, which marks the minimum of the
potential. For finite temperatures, on the other hand, the
tribution acquires a width about the peak. The mean veloc
obtained by averagingvk over this finite width thus attains a
temperature dependence. For the zero-temperature satur
to persist at finite temperatures, the width, of the peak m
remain small. Indeed, at high enough temperatures,
spread of the distribution about its zero-temperature va
will ultimately cause the velocity to decrease with increas
temperature.

To determine conditions favorable for saturation, we re
resent f k as a Gaussian by expanding the exponentb(«k
2\qEhk) of the distribution function in Eq.~15! up to sec-
ond order:

f k'Ce2b(«kp
2\qEhkp

)e2(k2kp)2/2s2
, ~17!

where C is the normalizing constant. The widths of the
distribution, whose extent is important for the retention
destruction of the saturation phenomenon occurring aT
50, is given by

s25
mp* kBT

\1qEmp* uhkp
9 u

, ~18!

wheremp* is the effective mass (1/\2)(d2«k /dk2) evaluated
at the peak, anduhk9u5(1/gk

2)(dgk /dk). Equation~18! shows
that the width of the peak in the distribution function in
creases linearly with the temperature. It also predicts a str
narrowing of the distribution with increasing field provide
the rate of change of the inverse damping rates is sufficie
large. Specifically, such narrowing occurs wh
qEm0* uhkp

9 u/\@1, so that the second term in the denomina

of Eq. ~18! dominates the first, and, additionally, whe
qEuhk0

9 u@kBT, so that the numerator dominates the denom

nator. This suggests that saturation will be stronger in s
tems for which the damping rate ‘‘turns on’’ very sudden
so thatdgk /dk becomes large in a region wheregk itself is
fairly small.

As a tunable model system on which these ideas may
tested, we consider a system with a damping rategk such
that its reciprocalhk8 is the piecewise linear function:

n,
nd
es
gk
215hk85H g0

21 for k1.uku.0,

g0
21@12~12h!~k2k1!/Dk)# for k11Dk.uku.k1 ,

hg0
21 for p/a.uku.k11Dk.

~19!
6-5
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The parameterh,1 governs the change that occurs in t
inverse damping rate between the zone center and edge
the crossover interval in the zone where this change oc
extends fromk1 to k11Dk. Choosingh andDk small maxi-
mizes the value ofhk9 in the peak region, since the derivativ
of Eq. ~19! vanishes fork outside and equals the value (
2h)/Dk inside the crossover interval where the change
curs. Thus, when the peak of the distribution takes a va
betweenk1 and k11Dk, the width given by Eq.~18! satis-
fies, for smallDk,

s25
m0* kBTDk

qEm0* ~12h!
. ~20!

Variation of the parameterDk controls the width and there
fore the persistence or destruction of the saturation phen
enon. In Fig. 7 we present numerical calculations of

FIG. 7. Numerical calculation of the field-dependent drift velo
ity from the Fokker-Planck equation~2! for a damping coefficient
as described by Eq.~19! with k0a5p/2 andDka50.1 and 0.5, for
several different temperatures as indicated. For all curves the da
ing coefficient increases by a factor of 100 betweenk5k0 and k0

1Dk. The zero-temperature velocity saturation is more resistan
thermal destruction for smallDk.
24510
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e

field-dependent drift velocity from the Fokker-Planck equ
tion ~2! for a damping coefficient as described by Eq.~19!
with k0a5p/2 andDka50.1 and 0.5, for several differen
temperatures as indicated. For all curves shown,h50.01, so
that the damping coefficient increases by a factor of 1
betweenk5k0 and k01Dk. We note that, as predicted, th
velocity saturation observed at zero temperature is more
sistant to thermal destruction whenDk is small.

IV. PRESCRIPTION TO COMPUTE gk

AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing analysis has provided a possible mec
nism, by no means unique, for the saturation of injected c
rier velocity with increasing electric field in pure organ
crystals. The basis is merely an appropriatek dependence of
damping coefficients. In light of our previous discussion2 of
the earlier arguments of Warta and Karl,3 one might be
tempted to explain the observed velocity saturation in pen
cene with the assumption that the source of the scatterin
the spontaneous emission of optical phonons. Such scatte
is indeed ineffective until the carrier energy exceeds tha
the phonons emitted, and thus would suddenly ‘‘turn on’’ a
finite value of the electron wave vector. However, quanti
tive considerations disqualify this explanation in the case
pentacene, in which velocity saturation appears to occu
room temperature. Optical phonons in pentacene have
quencies of the order of 8–25 meV, which are thus ea
absorbed and emitted at room temperature (kT;25 meV).
A sudden turn-on of the scattering rate would thus not
expected to occur. One must look to sources other t
Shockley’s8 to bring about the mechanism we have d
cussed. The specification of the sources of mechanism
beyond the scope of the present study which primarily in
cates constraints on microscopic scattering mechanisms
are required by the oberved velocity saturation.

The investigation in the present paper has proceeded
der the working assumption that the observed saturation
real phenomenon. There is another intriguing possibility,
cently suggested by Conwell and Basko,9 that the saturation
may be an artifact arising from an interpretation of curre
voltage curves on the basis of a formula that inappropria
assumes a field-independent mobility. The explanation
saturation proposed in Ref. 9 requires the existence of a
gime of negative differential mobility of the type predicte
by our earlier analysis.2 It is, however, completely differen
in spirit from the explanation proposed in the present pap
We hope that further work will be soon carried out to det
mine which ~if either! of the mechanisms is applicable t
experiments in pentacene.

It is important not to confusegk with the inverse of the
more familiar relaxation timetk which appears in standar
Boltzmann equation treatments7 of carrier transport in mate
rials. We have pointed out in our earlier analysis2 that iden-
tification of critical fields predicted by two separate theorie
one based on a Boltzmann equation treatment with a cons
relaxation timet and the other based on a Fokker-Plan
equation treatment with a constant rateg, yields

p-

to
6-6
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g5
\

tav0
5

m0*

t
. ~21!

This means thatg is 1/t times the minimum value of the
effective mass~at the zone edge!. However, the relationship
between the two quantities in the generalk-dependent case
appears not to be known. We present the following conn
tion starting from a master equation

d f~k,t !

dt
5(

k8
@Qkk8 f ~k8,t !2Qk8kf ~k,t !#, ~22!

which, under two different respective approximations, res
in the Fokker-Planck equation~2! involving gk , and the
Boltzmann equation under the relaxation time ansatz invo
ing tk . With the notationQkk85Q(k8,k2k8), we can write

Qkk8 f ~k8,t !5Q~k1q,2q! f ~k1q,t !

'S 11q
]

]k
1

q2

2

]2

]k2D @Q~k,2q! f ~k,t !#

~23!

by stopping the Taylor expansion at second order if the ra
decay quickly with increase inq5k82k. Substitution in Eq.
~22! and a sum overk8, which is the same as a sum overq,
yields

(
k8

@Qkk8 f k8~ t !2Qk8kf k~ t !#

5
] f ~k,t !

]t

52
]

]k
@Fkf k~ t !#1

]2

]k2
@Skf k~ t !#. ~24!

HereFk5(k8(k82k)Qk8k is the first moment of the transi
tion rates whileSk5(k8@(k82k)2/2#Qk8k is the second mo-
ment. An additional relation
s.

s

y

en

,
,
e

24510
c-
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s

Fk2
dSk

dk
52

Sk

\2kBT

d«k

dk
~25!

between the moments of the transition rates and the b
energy of the carrier follows from detailed balance. Rew
ing Eq. ~24! in the form ~ 2!, we obtain

gk5
\2

2kBT (
k8

~k2k8!2Qk8k . ~26!

On the other hand, the well-known relaxation time appro
mation, when applied to Eq.~22! in its simplest version,
yields

tk5
1

(
k8

Qk8k

. ~27!

The conjunction of Eqs.~26! and~27! specifies a relationship
betweentk of the Boltzmann equation approach and thegk
of the Fokker-Planck approach.10

Transition ratesQk8k are typically calculated using Fer
mi’s golden rule as applied to the interaction of the carr
with scattering agents such as phonons or defects. Thro
Eq. ~26! we have provided a usable prescription11 for calcu-
lating the damping coefficientgk of the Fokker-Planck equa
tion from the transition rates of the master equation. In
subsequent publication we plan to address connections
tween Fokker-Planck and Boltzmann approaches to prac
transport theory.
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